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Nuclear Astrophysics
 Addresses some of the most compelling 

questions in nature
 The origins of the elements
 How does the sun shine for so many years?
 What is the total density of matter in the 

universe?
 How did the stars, galaxies evolve?

 Require a considerable amount of nuclear 
physics information as input
 Mostly based on theoretical models or 

extrapolations

 More complete and precise nuclear physics 
measurements are needed



Question 3
How were the elements from 

iron to uranium made ?

Based on National Academy of 
Science Report

[Committee for the Physics
of the Universe (CPU)]



~90 Years of Nuclear Astrophysics
A Story of Success

1928 Gamow-Factor
George Gamow

1931  Stellar Structure & Theory of White Dwarfs
Subramanyan Chandrasekhar

1938 CNO Cycle - C. F. von Weizsacker
CNO Cycle, pp Chain - Hans Bethe

1957 Nucleosynthesis of Elements in Stars
Margaret &Geoffrey Burbidge, William
Fowler and Fred Hoyle = B2FH

1967 Nobel Prize: Hans Bethe

1983 Nobel Prize: William Fowler
Subramanyan Chandrasekhar

2002  Nobel Prize for Neutrino Detection
Raymond Davis & Masatoshi Koshiba
X-ray Astronomy  - Riccardo Giacconi

2015  Nobel Prize for Neutrino oscillation
Takaaki Kajita & Arthur McDonald

The 0+ 2nd Excited State in 12C 
Measured at 7.65 MeV in 1957 

Reactions in the Sun: pp chain

Solar Neutrino Problem: 7Be(p,g) 

발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
SUBRAMANYAN CHANDRASEKHAR for his theoretical studies of the physical processes of importance to the structure and evolution of the stars. WILLIAM A. FOWLER for his theoretical and experimental studies of the nuclear reactions of importance in the formation of the chemical elements in the universe.   



Nuclear reactions in stars
produce energy

generate the elements

Experimental Nuclear Astrophysics

발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
For over 80 years, nuclear physics has played a very important role to understand the Universe, especially how the elements were synthesized.  Nuclear reactions in stars are important due to two important reasons.  The one is nuclear reactions are responsible of producing energy.  And the other one is because they generate elements.



Experimental Nuclear Astrophysics

We try to observe nuclear reaction 
processes from 

 Heat from stars

– probes only surface

 Abundances of elements

 Neutrino’s from stars

– probes interior of star

 Lab studies of reaction cross-sections

– Experimental nuclear physics

발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
For over 80 years, nuclear physics has played a very important role to understand the Universe, especially how the elements were synthesized.  Nuclear reactions in stars are important due to the two reasons.  The one is they (nuclear reactions are responsible of producing energy.  And the other one is because they generate elements.



Ratio = ~10 6

태양계의 원소비율

발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
Chondritic meteorite (석질운석) 왜 금 1킬로그램이 철 1킬로 그램보다 훨씬 비쌀까? 10^6 (철이 100만 배 더 많음)No stable mass=8  (6Li, 7Li, 9Be, 10B, 11B are stable)  T1/2 for 8Be => 7 x 10^-17 s;  Gamma=6.8 17 eV 







Figure taken from APS poster by Burles, Nollett & Turner

Question : What is the ratio of neutron over proton, n/p?
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Nuclear reactions in stars
produce energy

generate the elements



decay -   Be  HeHe
Bang Big  -   Li He,He, H, 

844

34

α→→+

< Hoyle in 1953 >

C α 3 12→ Is insufficient to explain the observed abundance

γ C α Be 128 +→+

Proposed O+ at 7.68 MeV in 1953

438.4+2 α Be8 +

C12

MeV   367.7

Measured at 7.65 MeV in 1957 

 removed the major roadblock for the theory that elements are made in stars
 Nobel Prize in Physics 1983 for Willy Fowler

발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
1954 Fred Hoyle (now Sir Fred Hoyle) realized that the fact that there is �         carbon in the universe requires a resonance in 12C at ~7.7 MeV �         excitation energy1957 Cook, Fowler, Lauritsen and Lauritsen at Kellogg Radiation Laboratory�         at Caltech discovered a state with the correct properties (at 7.654 MeV) Used a deuterium beam on a 11B target to produce 12B via a (d,p) reaction. 12B b-decays within 20 ms into the second excited state in 12C This state then immediately decays under alpha emission into 8Be Which immediately decays into 2 alpha particlesSo they saw after the delay of the b-decay 3 alpha particles coming from their�    target after a few ms of irradiation



Third step completes the reaction:

γ decay of 12C
into its ground state

Note:
Γα/Γγ > 103

so γ-decay is very 
rare !

Note: 8Be ground state is a 
92 keV resonance 
for the α+α reaction

From H. Schatz @MSU



“ It is a remarkable fact that humans, on the 
basis of experiments and measurements carried 
out in the lab, are able to understand the 
universe in the early stages of its evolution, 
even during the first three minutes of its 
existence.”

Fowler (Nobel prize 1983)
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Thermonuclear reactions in stars
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From: Second European Summer School on Experimental Nuclear Astrophysics  

With above definition of cross section:
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Thermonuclear reactions in stars: Gamow peak
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to reaction rate 
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reaction mechanisms

I. direct process

example: radiative capture  A(x,γ)B

direct transition into a bound state

A+x

B

Q

γEcm

one-step process

2
xAHB +∝σ γγ

 reaction cross section proportional to single matrix element
 can occur at all projectile energies
 smooth energy dependence of cross section

Hγ = electromagnetic operator describing 
the transition

other direct processes: stripping, pickup, charge exchange, Coulomb excitation

From M. Aliotta @Edinburgh



II. resonant process
two-step process

A+x

B

Sx γ

Ecm Er

1. Compound nucleus formation
(in an unbound state)

B

Γ

2. Compound nucleus decay
(to lower excited states)

reaction mechanisms

example: resonant radiative capture A(x,γ)B

2
Br

2

rf xAHEEHE +∝σ γγ

compound formation
probability ∝ Γx

compound decay
probability ∝ Γγ

 reaction cross section proportional to two matrix elements
 only occurs at energies Ecm ~ Er - Q
 strong energy dependence of cross section

Q

N. B. energy in entrance channel (Q+Ecm) has to match excitation energy Er of resonant state,
however all excited states have a width ⇒ there is always some cross section through tails

From M. Aliotta @Edinburgh



reaction mechanisms

example: resonant reaction A(x,α)B

A+x

C

Sx

Ecm Γ

1. Compound nucleus formation 
(in an unbound state)

C
B

α

B+α
Sα

2. Compound nucleus decay
(by particle emission)

2
xr

2
r xAHEEHB +α+∝σ αγ

compound formation
probability ∝ Γx

compound decay
probability ∝ Γα

N. B. energy in entrance channel (Sx+Ecm) has to match excitation energy Er of resonant state,
however all excited states have a width ⇒ there is always some cross section through tails

From M. Aliotta @Edinburgh



example: direct capture

cross sections for direct reactions

)E(PAxHB
22

x +πλ=σ

A + x  B + γ

“geometrical factor”
de Broglie wavelength
of projectile 

mE2
h

p
h
==λ

matrix element
contains nuclear

properties of interaction

penetrability/transmission 
probability for projectile to 
reach target for interaction
depends on projectile’s angular
momentum  and energy E

)E(S)E(P
E
1

⋅⋅=σ 

need expression for P(E)

factors affecting transmission probability:

 Coulomb barrier (for charged particles only)
 centrifugal barrier (both for neutrons and charged particles)

σ = (strong energy dependence) x (weak energy dependence)

S(E) = astrophysical factor contains nuclear physics of reaction
+ can be easily: graphed, fitted, extrapolated (if needed)

From M. Aliotta @Edinburgh



cross section for resonant reactions

for a single isolated resonance: 
resonant cross section given by Breit-Wigner expression
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π=σ  for reaction:      1 + T  C  F + 2

geometrical factor 
∝ 1/E

spin factor ω
J  = spin of CN’s state
J1 = spin of projectile
JT = spin of target

strongly energy-dependent term
Γ1 = partial width for decay via emission of particle 1 

= probability of compound formation via entrance channel

Γ2 = partial width for decay via emission of particle 2 
= probability of compound decay via exit channel

Γ = total width of compound’s excited state
= Γ1 + Γ2 + Γγ + …

Er = resonance energy

what about penetrability considerations?  ⇒ look for energy dependence in partial widths! 

partial widths are NOT constant but  energy dependent!

From M. Aliotta @Edinburgh



summary

stellar reaction rate of nuclear reaction determined by the sum of contributions due to

 direct transitions to the various bound states
 all narrow resonances in the relevant energy window
 broad resonances (tails) e.g. from higher lying resonances
 any interference term

Rolfs & Rodney
Cauldrons in the Cosmos, 1988

erferenceinttails
i

Ri
i

DCi vvvvv 〉σ〈+〉σ〈+〉σ〈+〉σ〈=〉σ〈 ∑∑total rate

From M. Aliotta @Edinburgh
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Need rate
about here

S-Factor:

From the NACRE compilation of charged particle induced reaction rates on 
stable nuclei from H to Si (Angulo et al. Nucl. Phys. A 656 (1999) 3



Massive star nucleosynthesis model as a function of 12C(α,γ) rate

Weaver and Woosley Phys Rep 227 (1993) 65

• This demonstrates the sensitivity
• One could deduce a preference for a total S(300) of ~120-220
(But of course we cannot be sure that the astrophysical model is right)

From H. Schatz @MSU



resonance
(high lying)

resonance
(sub threshold)

E1E1
E2 DC

resonance
(sub threshold)

E2

some tails of resonances
just make the reaction
strong enough …

complications: • very low cross section makes direct measurement impossible
• subthreshold resonances cannot be measured at resonance energy
• Interference between the E1 and the E2 components

From H. Schatz @MSU



Therefore: 

Uncertainty in the 12C(α,γ) rate is the single most important nuclear 
physics uncertainty in astrophysics

Some current results for S(300 keV):

SE2=53+13-18 keV b (Tischhauser et al. PRL88(2002)2501

SE1=79+21-21 keV b (Azuma et al. PRC50 (1994) 1194)

But others range among groups larger !

Affects: • C/O ration  further stellar evolution (C-burning or O-burning ?)
• iron (and other) core sizes (outcome of SN explosion)
• Nucleosynthesis (see next slide)

From H. Schatz @MSU



SOHO, 171A Fe emission line

Nuclear Reactions in the Sun



d abundance is too low

4Li is unstable

d+d not going because Yd is small as d+p leads to rapid destruction
3He+3He goes because Y3He gets large as there is no other rapid destruction

d abundance is too low

Step 3: LipHe 43 →+

nHedHe +→+ 43

pHeHeHe 2433 +→+

Hepp 2→+ 2He is unstable

Hepd 3→+

Hedd 4→+
Step 2:

evedpp ++→+ +

Step 1:

The ppI chain



PP-I
Qeff= 26.20 MeV

proton-proton chain

p + p  d + e+ + ν
p + d  3He + γ

3He + 3He 4He + 2p 

86% 14%

3He + 4He 7Be + γ

2 4He

7Be + e-  7Li + ν
7Li + p  2 4He

7Be + p  8B + γ
8B 8Be + e+ + ν

99.7% 0.3%

PP-II
Qeff= 25.66 MeV PP-III

Qeff= 19.17 MeV

net result:     4p  4He + 2e+ + 2ν + Qeff

proton-proton chain

From M. Aliotta



Question : solar constant   0.033 cal/sec/cm^2  
What is the number of protons consumed  in the sun so far? 



Solar Neutrino Spectrum

pp

hep



http://wwwlapp.in2p3.fr/neutrinos

http://wwwlapp.in2p3.fr/


First experimental detection of solar neutrinos:

• 1964 John Bahcall and Ray Davis have the idea to detect solar neutrinos
using the reaction:

−+→+ eArCl e
3737 ν

• 1967 Homestake experiment starts taking data

• 100,000 Gallons of cleaning fluid in a tank 4850 feet underground
• 37Ar extracted chemically every few months (single atoms !)
and decay counted in counting station (35 days half-life)

• event rate: ~1 neutrino capture per day !

• 1968 First results: only 34% of predicted neutrino flux !

solar neutrino problem is born - for next 20 years no other detector !

Neutrino production in solar core ~ T25

nuclear energy source of sun directly and unambiguously confirmed

solar models precise enough so that deficit points to serious problem

From Schatz@MSU







7Be(p,γ)8B 
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From L. Gialanella @ INFN



Art Champagne for ENAM04







Atmospheric neutrinos

Super-Kamiokande



The Nobel Prize in Physics 2002

"for pioneering contributions to astrophysics, in particular for the 
detection of cosmic neutrinos"



Sudbury Neutrino Observatory







Nova observations

Nova Cygni
Nova Persei



Evolution of the stars 
Synthesis of elements

Observation
(Astronomy)

Model Simulation
(Astrophysics) 

Lab. Measurement
(Nuclear Astrophysics)

발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
For over 80 years, nuclear physics has played a very important role to understand the Universe, especially how the elements were synthesized.  Nuclear reactions in stars are important due to the two reasons.  The one is that nuclear reactions are responsible of producing energy.  And the other one is because they generate elements.To understand the Universe, especially the evolution of the stars, the mechanism of exploring stars such as Navae, supernovae, and the synthesis of elements, nuclear astrophysics plays an important role along with Astronomy and Astrophysics.  These three subfields in physics and astronomy are very closely linked for understanding the Universe.In general, You observe a new stellar sites and stellar activities => Then you analyze the observation in terms of Light curve, element abundances => Then you compare with your model, which uses nuclear inputs => disagree => Then you measure laboratory measurement of nuclear reactions. 



Galloway et al. 2003

97-98

2000

Precision X-ray observations
(NASA’s RXTE)

Woosley et al. 2003  astro/ph 0307425

Need much more precise nuclear data to make full use of 
high quality observational data

Uncertain models due to nuclear physics

Burst models with
different nuclear physics
assumptions

 GS 1826-24 burst shape changes !
(Galloway 2003 astro/ph 0308122)

From Schatz

Another example:  observation – model – nuclear astrophysics

발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
Not talking about understanding every little detail, but about taking observations and making full use of them.  Shown  that there is a link between observation and nuclear physics – nuclear physics not good enough Slight increase in accretion rate observed



The origin of galactic 26Al

• Long-standing mystery in nuclear astrophysics: 

provides important clues to the chemical evolution 
of our galaxy

• 26Al (ground state) decay:  

T1/2 = 0.7 million years

1.809 MeV γ-ray

• Contexts: Gamma ray astronomy and presolar meteoritics

From Alan Chen @ McMaster

발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
26Al is a radioactive isotope with a lifetime of 1.05 million years. During the decay to the stable isotope 26Mg it emits almost always a 1.8086 MeV gamma ray photon. In roughly 85% of the decays, the disintegration of 26Al is accompanied by the emission of a positron. Eventually, this positron will encounter electrons of the environment, and annihilate under the emission of 2 photons of 511 keV or 3 photons with energies below 511 keV. Additional gamma ray lines occur during the decay of 26Al at 1.1297 MeV (2%) and 2.938 MeV (0.2%).



Galactic 26Al and gamma ray astronomy

RHESSI

D.M. Smith, Ap J Lett. (2003)

26Al (Image enhanced)

Microwave free-free J. Knödlseder,  New Ast. Rev. (2004)

SPI

• Evidence for recent stellar nucleosynthesis
• ~ 3 solar masses of 26Al
• 26Al / 27Al ~ 10-7

(R. Diehl et al., Nature 2006)
From Alan Chen @ McMaster



Stellar sources of galactic 26Al?

• Stellar production sites?

– Gamma ray map favors massive stars
• Core collapse supernovae
• Wolf-Rayet stars

– Contributions from other sources can be significant
• Nova explosions
• AGB stars

• Novae: 26Al production in explosive hydrogen burning

• Important reactions: 26Al(p,γ)27Si, 25Al(p,γ)26Si

발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
26Al is a radioactive isotope with a lifetime of 1.05 million years. During the decay to the stable isotope 26Mg it emits almost always a 1.8086 MeV gamma ray photon. In roughly 85% of the decays, the disintegration of 26Al is accompanied by the emission of a positron. Eventually, this positron will encounter electrons of the environment, and annihilate under the emission of 2 photons of 511 keV or 3 photons with energies below 511 keV. Additional gamma ray lines occur during the decay of 26Al at 1.1297 MeV (2%) and 2.938 MeV (0.2%).



25Al

24Mg

23Na

22Ne21Ne20Ne

22Na

23Mg

24Al

21Na

22Mg

19F

18O

21Mg

20Na

19Ne

18F

17O

18Ne

17F

16O

15N

15O14O

13N

12C 13C

14N

HCNO cycle

CNO cycle

Stable

Unstable

Z
N

rp process

CNO cycle : T9 < 0.2 
HCNO cycle: 0.2 < T9 < 0.5
rp process : T9 > 0.5

발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
Half life of 17F = 64 s, 15O = 122 s;  14O = 70.6 s



Studies on 18Ne 
using stable beams and targets

 19F(p,t)18Ne

@ Princeton, IUCF, INS(CNS)

 16O(3He,n)18Ne

@Univ. of Washington

 12C(12C,6He)18Ne

@Yale Univ.



Nuclear Reactions

Notation  

α 14O
14F

The heavier
“target” 
nucleus
(Lab: target)

the lighter
“incoming
projectile”

(Lab: beam)

the lighter 
“outgoing
particle”
(Lab: residual
of beam)

the heavier
“residual”
nucleus
(Lab: residual of target)

14O + α ->    17F + p

p

14O(α,p)17F









발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
How we study stars in a nuclear laboratory.  Yale tandem accelerator















발표자
프레젠테이션 노트
In PWBA, the incident wave is approximated as plane wave. But in DWBA, the incident wave is approximated as distorted wave.The direct reaction theories are based upon the distorted wave born approximation (DWBA) which gives more accurate description of direct reactions such as inclastic scattering, stripping reactions, pickup reactions etc. By PWBA, backward peaking can be understood.The factors which are ignored in DWBA are:-(i) The incident wave is no longer approximated as plane wave, rather it is considered to be as distorted by nuclear interaction.(ii) The potentials are assumed to be independent of momenta. That is, the Born approximation ignores the strong interaction between the nucleus and incident nucleon.



Books
• C.E. Rolfs and W.S. Rodney  Cauldrons in the Cosmos
• The University of Chicago Press, 1988  (…the “Bible”)

• D.D. Clayton Principles of stellar evolution and nucleosynthesis
• The University of Chicago Press, 1983

• W.D. Arnett and J.W. Truran  Nucleosynthesis
• The University of Chicago Press, 1968

• J. Audouze and S. Vauclair  An introduction to Nuclear Astrophysics
• D. Reidel Publishing Company, Dordrecth, 1980

• E. Böhm-Vitense  Introduction to Stellar Astrophysics, vol. 3
• Cambridge University Press, 1992
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